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The Federal Bureau of Investigation team, which
arrived in Mumbai, has commenced work on the
Mumbai terror attack case. The six- member team
which arrived in Mumbai a day ago got to work on
Monday morning.
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Although nobody is confirming the exact brief that
has been given to the FBI, preliminary reports
suggest that they would assist in the investigation.
They would work along with the Mumbai
Anti-Terrorist Squad which is probing the Mumbai
terror strikes.
Intelligence Bureau sources told rediff.com that the FBI would not involve itself
directly in the investigation but would take part in collecting of information
regarding these attacks.

The IB says that there is no specific brief for the FBI. The FBI will study the case and analyse the evidence
that is available with the Mumbai ATS. Apart from this they would also lend their expertise to the Mumbai
ATS for this investigation.
The FBI would also share records it had documented during the 9/11 attacks and study the similarities
involved in both the attacks.
This would include the modules involved in the attacks, funding and also the brains behind the attacks. The
The premier investigating agency will also like to go into the death of an American national in the Mumbai
terror attack.
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The FBI is also expected to coordinate with other agencies across the world who have been affected by the
Mumbai attack. IB officials say that this is the first time that the FBI is coming to India in connection with an
investigation.
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HOW INDIA CAN WIN WAR ON TERROR WITHOUT FIRING A SHOT
by BundiSingh on Dec 02, 2008 04:03 PM Permalink | Hide replies
WHAT INDIA CAN DO TO PAK (AND ITS NOTORIOUS creations) WITHOUT FIRING A SINGLE SHOT:
1. India should give an ultimatum of 7 days within which Pak should handover Dawood and the most wanted
terrorists from all terrorist activities since 1993-2008.
2. Indian Navy should blockade Pakistamni seaports stopping all sea traffic in and out of Pak till it runs out of
Fuel and supplies
2. Indian Army should be amassed along the western border from Kashmir to Gujarat
3. Indian AIr Force should be on standby in Kashmir to hit out at POK camps if Pak fails to handover
4. COnventional and nuclear missile should be on alert mode to destroy Islamabad, NWFP, FATA and other Paki
Punjabi towns, who are the source of terror.
5. Pull out all diplomatic resources immediately and close embassies and consulates
6. Keep a diplomatic army on standby at major world capitals for diplomatic warfare
7. Keep major media on standby at major world capitals with global reach for media warfare
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Re: HOW INDIA CAN WIN WAR ON TERROR WITHOUT FIRING A SHOT
by BundiSingh on Dec 02, 2008 04:04 PM Permalink
IF PAK FAILS TO HANDOVER INDIA'S MOST WANTED TERRORISTS WITHIN 7 DAYS:
1. Cut off all diplomatic relations and de-recognise the existence of Pakistan. Declare ISI, Taleban,
Let etc as terrorist organisations.
2. DECLARE WAR ON TERRORISM (not Pakistan)
3. Conduct massive air raids on POK training camps as warning shots. Drop some on Indian Kashmir
as well especially on Hurriyat, PDP and separatists and blame them on Pak Air Force
4. Have continuous sorties of drones, air raids on Pak nuclear installations, Karakoram highways
connecting China, Roads connecting to Iran, ISI, Peshawar, Islamabad, FATA, NWFP
5. Activate the army, navy and conventional missile operations.m Use the ARmy to drive away all the
kashmiri separatists into Pakistan as refugees and cleanse the Kashmir region into a KAshmiri
Pandit homeland.
6. Activate the diplomatic, media and anti-terrorism warfare on a global scale
7. Activate the nuclear missiles if Pak fails to bucklen and destroy the power centre of Pakistan Pakistani Punjab
8. Liberate Baluchistan, Sindh and Pakistani Punjab into independent countries. Let Pakistani Punjab
be landlocked. Merge NWFP and FATA into Afghanistan. Merge whole of Kashmir into India.
9. Take lands from Sindh, Pak Punjab in exchange for their liberation as independent countries.
10. Finish this war in 7 days using Air Force to the maximum just like the Gulf War.
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Heros get BEST bus, Zeros get VOLVO bus.
by Srinivas G on Dec 02, 2008 09:42 AM Permalink | Hide replies
We Indians are the real cause for spreading the terror growth. I would like to quickly make some points regarding
this issue.
1. Why do we provide a VOLVO bus and special air crafts to the Cricketers and a simple BEST bus for the
Commandos who had to wait for their IL76 which was at Chandigarh at crucial times.
2. Why do we give our cricketers such respect when these morons doesn't have any responsibility to win a world
cup for the 3 consecutive years despite they have come to finals.
3. These cricketers earn a lot of money by acting in ads, and there is no evidence that these morons helped
anyone.
4. Major of the funds come to the ICC from BCCI. The fact behind here is that ICC is stationed in UAE which is
the major hub for all terrorist activities and the underworld. so indirectly the money from BCCI is funding these
underworld and the terrorists.
5. Why did the government waived off the tax that is supposed to impose on sachin tendulkar for importing a
Ferrari to India despite of that he have the ability and affordability to pay.
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